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1.

Introduction

In nuclear facilities, the passive mechanical systems have been preferred for remote operation due to
its reliability and the safety. Recently, automation and robot technologies has been rapidly evolved and
widely spread to various industrial field. New active servo systems for nuclear application replaces the old
passive remote systems. Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is one of the research groups to
study and develop new innovative devices for nuclear purpose, such as BDSM, PAVM, and MARTiN [1-3].
The MARTiN (remote control system for Maintaining And Repariring Tasks in NPP) was developed as a
research platform for the high place remote operation in CANDU reactor. In order to access an emergency
valve on ceil near at Calandria, it has a mobile base and a 10 meter telescopic mast. Originally, on the top of
the mast, specialized tool for rotating the valve was attached. Currently, it was replaced to dual
manipulators for research purpose as shown in Fig. 1, and several challenging tasks, such as closing valve,
sawing pipe, and welding metals, are tested for future use.

Figure 1 . Overview of MARTIN system for remote operation.

2.

Remote MAG welding

End-effector for welding
A new end-effector was designed for the manipulator of MARTiN, as shown in Fig. 2. A compact MAG
torch and a wire feeder are integrated including wire spool. A welding camera was also installed side of a
wire spool. The camera has a specially designed filter driven by pneumatic valve so that it can monitors the
welding progress in real time. Because the welding torch keeps a distance from the actual welding spot, the
distance should be considered when the trajectory is assigned. For convenience of teaching the welding
trajectory, a physical probe was attached in the end-effector
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